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Abstract Reflection is hypothesized to be a key component for teachers’ profes-
sional development and is often assessed and facilitated through written reflections
in university-based teacher education. Empirical research shows that reflection-re-
lated competencies are domain-dependent and multi-faceted. However, assessing
reflections is complex. Given this complexity, novel methodological tools such as
non-linear, algorithmic models can help explore unseen relationships and better de-
termine quality correlates for written reflections. Consequently, this study utilized
machine learning methods to explore quality correlates for written reflections in
physics on a standardized teaching situation. N= 110 pre- and in-service physics
teachers were instructed to reflect upon a standardized teaching situation in physics
displayed in a video vignette. The teachers’ written reflections were analyzed with
a machine learning model which classified sentences in the written reflections ac-
cording to elements in a reflection-supporting model. A quality indicator called
level of structure (LOS) was devised and further used to validate machine learning
classifications against experts’ judgements. Analyses show that LOS is positively
correlated with experts’ judgements on reflection quality. We conclude that LOS of
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a written reflection is one important indicator for high-quality written reflections
which is able to exclude typical quality correlates such as text length. With the help
of the machine learning model, LOS can be useful to assess pre-service physics
teachers written reflections.

Keywords Reflection · Quality · Assessment · Machine learning

Effektives Bewerten reflexionsbezogener Argumentationsprozesse in
der Lehrkräftebildung – Entwicklung und Evaluation einer
skalierbaren Metrik mittels maschinellen Lernens

Zusammenfassung Reflexion gilt als Schlüsselkomponente für die berufliche Ent-
wicklung von Lehrkräften und wird in der universitären Lehrkräftebildung häufig
durch schriftliche Reflexionen bewertet und gefördert. Die empirische Forschung
zeigt, dass reflexionsbezogene Kompetenzen bereichsabhängig und vielschichtig
sind. Die Bewertung von Reflexionen ist jedoch komplex. Angesichts dieser Kom-
plexität können neuartige methodische Instrumente wie nichtlineare, algorithmische
Modelle dazu beitragen, hintergründige Beziehungen zu erforschen und Qualitäts-
korrelate für schriftliche Reflexionen besser zu bestimmen. In dieser Studie wurden
daher Methoden des maschinellen Lernens eingesetzt, um Qualitätskorrelate für
schriftliche Reflexionen in Physik in einer standardisierten Unterrichtssituation zu
untersuchen. N= 110 (angehende) Physiklehrkräfte verfassten im Rahmen einer Vi-
deovignette eine schriftliche Reflexion über eine standardisierte Unterrichtssituation
in Physik. Die schriftlichen Reflexionen der Physiklehrkräfte wurden mit einem
maschinellen Lernmodell analysiert, das die Sätze in den schriftlichen Reflexionen
nach den Elementen eines Rahmenmodells für Reflexion klassifizierte. Auf Basis
dieses Algorithmus wurde ein Qualitätsindikator mit der Bezeichnung Level of Struc-
ture (LOS) entwickelt und gegenüber Einschätzungen von Experten validiert. Die
Analysen zeigen, dass LOS positiv mit den Einschätzungen der Experten zur Qua-
lität der Reflexion korreliert. Wir kommen zu dem Schluss, dass unser LOS einer
schriftlichen Reflexion ein wichtiger Indikator für qualitativ hochwertige schriftli-
che Reflexionen ist, der typische Qualitätskorrelate wie die Textlänge ausschließen
kann. Mit Hilfe des maschinellen Lernmodells kann ein LOS nützlich sein, um die
schriftlichen Reflexionen von angehenden Physiklehrern zu bewerten.

Schlüsselwörter Reflexion · Qualität · Bewertung · Machine Learning

The professional knowledge base of teachers was determined to be among the most
important factors that predict effective teaching in the STEM (science, technology,
engineering, mathematics) fields (Kunter et al. 2011; Sadler et al. 2013). For the
professional knowledge of pre-service teachers in STEM fields, action-oriented pro-
fessional knowledge purportedly develops through planning and enacting lessons
and reflecting upon them (Carlson et al. 2019). In teacher training, however, enact-
ing own lessons is mostly reserved for later stages. Simulations of practice, such
as video-taped lessons, have been found to be a valuable means to support the
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development of action-oriented professional knowledge in complexity-reduced en-
vironments (van Es and Sherin 2008). Reflection is oftentimes utilized as a means
to elicit professional knowledge and apply it in reasoning processes on authentic
teaching situations, and thus facilitate pre-service STEM teachers to become reflec-
tive practitioners (Hume 2009; Schön 1983). As such, reflection-related reasoning
processes are mostly elicited with open-ended response formats such as reflective
diaries, reports, or protocols.

However, either assessing these open-ended response formats where reflection-
related reasoning processes are elicited, and providing guidance on the basis of
these responses is riddled with challenges. For once, reliably coding spoken or
written reflections of pre-service and in-service teachers could only be achieved with
tremendous expense of resources, e.g., multiple rounds of coding where convergence
of interpretation of the data is slow (Abels 2011; Kember et al. 1999). Human
interrater agreement was oftentimes low, because evidence for reflection-related
reasoning processes that are represented in the form of natural language is inherently
ambiguous (Jurafsky 2003; Sparks-Langer et al. 1990). Once agreement in a specific
research project on the interpretation of reflection-related data was achieved, it was
argued that sharing the coding rubrics with other researchers was largely unfeasible.
Biernacki (2014) contends that “the classifying demanded by a coding operation is
so delicate that its validity is perhaps too tentative for others to build on” (p. 177).
It would be important to examine to what extent reflection-related processes across
contexts are similar to each other and how they can be facilitated through targeted
guidance.

The recent resurgence of computer-based analysis tools, in particular artificial in-
telligence (AI)-based research methods, provide novel potentials to assess complex
constructs such as reflection-related reasoning processes in an evidence-centered
way. Especially the natural language processing (NLP) sought tremendous progress
with the advent of large language models that are pretrained on large datasets and
can be fine-tuned in specific research contexts (e.g. Wulff et al. 2023). This novel
paradigm in research was called data-driven discovery (Hey et al. 2009). Analy-
ses of reflection-related reasoning processes in general educational settings and in
discipline-specific settings yielded some insights on applicability of AI-based meth-
ods for assessing reflection-related reasoning processes. Mostly, AI methods can
facilitate reliable, automated coding, and assessment of themes that are addressed
in a written reflection (Ullmann 2019). What is unclear today, however, is in what
ways the outputs of AI-based methods (e.g., automatically generated classifications)
can be further used to estimate the quality of a written reflection.

In this study we examine the extent to which automatically generated classi-
fications for pre-service teachers written reflections correlate with expert ratings.
We situate our study in the context of discipline-based education (here: physics),
as we expect the reflection-related reasoning to show most variance with respect
to knowledge-related factors, rather than more general educational topics such as
cognitive activation, classroom management, and constructive feedback. After all,
expertise in teaching and beyond is “specific to a domain” (Berliner 2001, p. 463).
Our findings have implications for designing intelligent tutoring systems for reflec-
tion-related reasoning processes. Today, guidance can be easily provided through
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chatbots in generative language models (e.g., ChatGPT). For education research it
is important to reconcile AI-generated model outputs with actual human ratings to
assure alignment of human and machine (Christian 2021).

1 Reflection in teacher training programs

Reflection on teaching lessons is regarded as a key component for teachers’ profes-
sional development (Christof et al. 2018; Korthagen and Kessels 1999; Sorge et al.
2018). Consequently, many effective teacher training programs include “reflection”
(Darling-Hammond 2012). Researchers have recurrently pointed out problems of
finding a clear-cut, agreed-upon definition of what reflection actually is (Häcker
2022; Leonhard 2022). As a working definition in this study, we contend that to
learn reflective skills, teachers are meant to go through a process of structured anal-
ysis in which a relationship is established between teacher’s own knowledge, skills,
attitudes/beliefs and/or dispositions and teacher’s own situation-specific thinking
and behavior [...] with the aim of (further) developing teacher’s own knowledge, at-
titudes ... and/or teacher’s own thinking and behavior (von Aufschnaiter et al. 2019).
Reflection is thus not a unitary construct, but rather comprised of many different
aspects that interact in complex ways with each other.

Reflection-related reasoning processes are typically elicited and examined through
standardized teaching situations and prompts for reflection (Kori et al. 2014). While
video-recoding of one’s own teaching situation has the benefit to be more intense,
standardization enables researchers to better control for the specific problems that are
relevant in the situation, and for comparison of different reflection-related reason-
ing processes among pre-service teachers. Standardized teaching situations usually
show a problematic situation that can be very subject specific. Simultaneously, it
seems to be irrelevant for the noticing of problems whether the video recording is of
one’s own situation or that of another teacher (Seidel et al. 2011). To guide reflec-
tion-related reasoning processes, reflection prompts, e.g., in the form of reflection-
supporting models are often provided to the pre-service teachers (Kori et al. 2014).
Research on noticing and professional vision focuses more on the particular infor-
mation-processing in the situation, and the interpretations (Cappell 2013). Reflection
research is more encompassing, as the pre-service teachers are required to explicitly
relate their own prior knowledge and attitudes to the situation, and derive conse-
quences for their personal professional development (von Aufschnaiter et al. 2019).
Both foci, noticing/vision and reflection are important, though they have a different
scope and a different function for the professional development.

Reflection-related reasoning processes can be elicited through open-ended, natu-
ral language-based assessment formats such as constructed responses. Constructed
response items allow teachers to use their own knowledge and reasoning to reflect
a teaching situation (Poldner et al. 2014). Content analysis is then used to analyze
the written products (Hume 2009). On this basis, researchers found that pre-service
teachers oftentimes include imprecise, positive evaluations on teaching situations
(Mena-Marcos et al. 2013). Moreover, it was difficult for teachers to transcend the
personal realm of knowledge (Ovens and Tinning 2009). Without scaffolding, rarely
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do teachers reach a level of critical reflection where personal assumptions and learn-
ing-relevant processes are analyzed in sufficient depth (Abels 2011; Leonhard and
Rihm 2011). Kost (2019) found that (at least for physics teachers) minimal guidance
on what to include in a reflection-related reasoning process was effective to motivate
the pre-service teachers to more encompassingly reflect on the teaching situations.
Researchers consequently argued that reflection-related reasoning processes should
include information on situation and circumstances of teaching, and an accurate and
precise description (enabling the distancing from experience) of the teaching situa-
tion (form a basis for reasoning) (Hatton and Smith 1995; Onyx and Small 2001).
For reflection-related reasoning processes to facilitate professional growth and de-
velopment of applicable professional knowledge, judging and evaluating a situation,
and thinking about it from alternative perspectives is also important (Aeppli and
Lötscher 2016; Krieg and Kreis 2014). Moreover, devising consequences should
focus attention of pre-service teachers on their own professional development (von
Aufschnaiter et al. 2019). What is a higher-quality reflection is not up to us, cause
the discourse around reflection, reflection related competencies and quality estima-
tion is divers (Mientus et al. in press). For this study we just want to point out
that a higher-quality reflection might be more discursive and less descriptive (Abels
2011; Hatton and Smith 1995; Mena-Marcos and Tillema 2006).

2 Facilitating reflective writing analytics with AI-methods

While qualitative studies, based on manual content analysis, provides important in-
sights into the constitution of written reflections, there arise particular challenges
that make this research program difficult to extend. For example, Leonhard and
Rihm (2011) report that they cannot scale coding of written reflections because it
is resource consuming. Moreover, many researchers engaged in content analysis
of written reflections noted difficulties in reaching interrater agreement, eventually
caused by unclear coding units and high-inferential categories (e.g. Kost 2019).
Uncertainty in coding units and categories might cause the interrater agreement to
decrease (Kuckartz 2022; Mayring 2022), which then makes communicative valida-
tion necessary. While rather short constructed responses mostly lead to acceptable
interrater agreement, longer written reflections (as encountered in practice) that fre-
quently comprise hundreds of words are much more difficult to handle. Longer texts
refer to complex systems where words are embedded in sentences, sentences are
embedded in paragraphs, and paragraphs are embedded within the entire text.

Data-driven and computer-based approaches to reflective writing analytics can of-
fer novel potentials, because they are (in principle) not constrained by human frailties
such as limited working-memory, varying linguistic competence, and differences in
prior knowledge. In practice, however, AI-methods have many similar problems as
human raters, and are currently also constrained by the knowledge base they can tap
into. Even though, worth mentioning, inductive information and knowledge extrac-
tion from textual data (including the entire Wikipedia or the Internet) reached novel
heights with generative language models such as GPT4. Aforementioned passed
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medical, educational, or mathematics exams on par with human achievement, how-
ever, without any specific training (Katz et al. 2023).

ML and NLP have been used for a wide range of applications, for example assess-
ment of constructed, open-ended responses and even feedback generation (Shermis
et al. 2019; Zhai et al. 2020). ML enables computer programs to learn from new
data in order to improve their performance in a given task. NLP on the other hand
refers to the effective representations and automated processing of natural language
(Mitchell 1997). ML approaches include, among others, supervised and unsuper-
vised learning. In supervised ML annotated data, e.g., sentences with a relevant
code, are presented and the ML algorithm learns this mapping. In unsupervised ML
patterns can be explored in data or clusters extracted. For example, in text analy-
sis it is possible to retrieve topics in documents such as essays which can represent
themes that the authors address. Supervised ML is particularly fruitful, if a theory or
a model exists that allows human raters to annotate the data. This enables automated
assessment of unseen samples, which could be used for adaptive feedback.

Wulff et al. (2020) trained a classification model in the context of the reflection-
related reasoning model of Nowak et al. (2019). Wulff et al. (2021) improved the
supervised ML-model to annotate written reflections and to give feedback for pre-
service teachers and their university teachers (Mientus et al. 2021). Using unsuper-
vised ML Wulff et al. (2022) and Wulff et al. (2023) started modelling topics in
written reflections to detect reflection-related reasoning processes in more detail.
For the assessment of reflection-related reasoning processes, and the scaffolding of
such, it is necessary that educational researchers verify the inferences of quality
assessments using ML-based methods (critically).

3 ML-based coding in a specific context

In order to continue an existing coding task, new experts always have to be
trained. Since ML-based methods can achieve comparable reliability results, Wulff
et al. (2020) trained a classification model to analyze reflection-related reasoning in
physics teachers’ written reflections using a word corpus called BERT. BERT stands
for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It is a pre-trained
deep learning model that uses a transformer architecture to analyze and understand
natural language text. BERT was developed by Google and released in 2018, and
it has been trained on a large corpus of text data, allowing it to learn contextual
relationships between words in a sentence. BERT has to be trained with sentence-
based encodings for a specific task and will then be able to apply these encodings
to unfamiliar texts. The basis for the sentence-based classification model of Wulff
et al. (2020) is a model for reflection-related reasoning processes, developed by
Nowak et al. (2019). Furthermore, the model was developed in the specific context
of written reflections in physics-teaching internships in university-based teacher
education programs. It focusses on the reflection-related reasoning process and
excludes teacher performance. This reflection-supporting model conceptualizes the
abovementioned elements as constitutive reflection elements in a written reflection
(Nowak et al. 2019). These elements are (1) descriptions of a specific teaching situ-
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Fig. 1 Scheme of sentence wide classification of a written reflection using pretrained ML model

ation in class, where teachers write about their own and students’ actions (including
circumstances of the lesson taught, where the reflecting teachers provide details on
the setting, class composition, and their set learning goals), (2) evaluations on how
the teachers felt during the situation (and why), where teachers judge teachers’ and
students’ performance, (3) alternatives of action for the observed activities, where
teachers consider actions that could have done differently to improve the outcomes,
and (4) consequences they draw for their own further professional development,
where teachers relate their reflections of the situation to their goals for achieving
their own professional development.

For the training of the ML model, written reflections were subdivided into sen-
tences which are transformed into features (predictor variables) that will allow the
model to predict probabilities for each of the reflection elements for this segment
(Wulff et al. 2020). In this way, a most probable reflection element can be assigned
to each sentence. Thus, an original information (i.e. a written reflection) can be con-
verted into a dataset that contains only the assigned reflection elements per sentence.
This data set provides information about which sentence of the reflection text corre-
sponds to descriptions, evaluations, alternatives, or consequences. The complex text
data of a written reflection, which maps the process of reflection-related reasoning,
was modelled and the raw data was simplified to an actual distribution of the used
reflection elements (see Fig. 1).

In the study of Wulff et al. (2020), “the used words in a segment were anticipated
to be an important feature for representing the segments given that Description likely
elicits process verbs like ‘conduct (an experiment),’ Evaluation might be character-
ized by sentimental words, such as ‘good’ or ‘bad,’ and Alternatives requires writing
in conditional mode (Ullmann 2019)” (Wulff et al. 2020, p. 7). Thus, the classifier is
primarily based on the analysis of words, as this is often used as a starting point for
modelling (Ullmann 2019). Nevertheless, it should be noted that the method of Wulff
et al. (2020) is not an analysis of word frequency, but the data model BERT forms
the basis of all analyses. It is important to understand that after training, a sentence
can be assigned to a code by the ML-Model, even if it was assigned to another code
for training the ML-Model, because the trained model is based on a large number of
coded segments. For this reason, it is important to report a measure of performance
using an ML model and relate this to the interrater reliability of human raters.
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The ML model was trained and compared in terms of its classification per-
formance through human-machine-agreement. The regularized multinomial logistic
regression was found to be the most appropriate classifier for the present purposes,
with an F1 score of 0.56 on the test data set (Wulff et al. 2020). Wulff et al. (2020)
criticize that about 11% of the human-human comparisons and 40% of the com-
puter-human comparisons are unclear in the areas of circumstances, descriptions and
evaluations. It is further pointed out that one reason for the confusion between these
elements may be due to inaccuracies in the students’ written reflections. As part of
the analysis of pre-service physics teachers’ written reflections even without ML,
Kost (2019) noted that students had difficulty separating descriptive and evaluative
texts in the reflections. A deep-learning based approach substantially improved the
classification accuracy for this reflection-supporting model and written reflections
to an F1 score for the held-out test data to 0.81, which can be considered substantial
human-machine-agreement (Wulff et al. 2022). Hence, this model is judged to be
a well-versed assessment instrument for written reflections according to the reflec-
tion-supporting model. It might help to answer novel research questions that rely on
annotated datasets based on the reflection-supporting model.

Studies in reflective writing analytics (Buckingham Shum et al. 2017; Ullmann
2019; Wulff et al. 2023) indicate that computer-based methods such as machine
learning are well versed to analytically assess written reflections. So, potentials
to advance reflective writing analytics and efficiently model scaffolding for novice
teachers’ reflections comes fromML research on written reflections. But the question
of how to scale quality metric of reflection-related reasoning processes using ML-
based methods seems to be unsettled—yet. For this reason, we would like to propose,
validate and discuss a metric for fast and frugal means in this paper.

4 Research questions

This study seeks to use a validated ML model in order to develop and evaluate
a scalable metric to assess reflection-related reasoning processes in written reflec-
tions. In order to ensure that results are not based on a fragile database, the sample
will be described using the validated ML method.

RQ 1: To which extent are the sample and the validated ML method representative
for written reflections?

Assuming that the written reflections turn out to be predominantly descriptive
and that this can be determined with the ML model, we will develop the metric
using an expert reflection and evaluate it. In our approach, we determine the quality
of a text by the occurrence and order of the elements. The question is whether texts
rated higher in quality in this way are actually higher in quality according to expert
assessment. The purpose of this study is to verify that.

RQ 2: To what extent do evaluations of experts in observation and feedback of
teaching science and estimation based on the ML model yield comparable quality
assessments of written reflections?

Does our ML-based metric prove valuable through expert rating, we examine
if the extracted categories by the ML models and the metric can help us refine
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our understanding of what determines quality in written reflections. Our analyses
of the reflection-related reasoning processes focus on reasoning-based features in-
stead of in-depth content analysis to prove and achieve fast-and-frugal means for an
assessment of written reflections.

RQ 3: What quality indicators can be automatically extracted from the ML anal-
ysis of written reflections and to what extent do they correlate with the developed
metric?

5 Method

5.1 Data gathering

As pre-service and novice teachers in particular benefit from scaffolding (Lai and
Calandra 2010), pre- and in-service physics teachers are approached for this study.
The physics teachers were recruited at various university locations in Germany
and at seminar locations in the second phase of teacher training programs. The
context of physics teachers was chosen, as physics is considered to be a difficult and
knowledge-intensive subject where models to support reflection might be beneficial
for novice teachers to appreciate how difficult physics is for students (Hume 2009;
Sorge et al. 2018).

5.2 The standardized teaching situation in a video vignette

An online video vignette was implemented to enable pre-service physics teachers
to make vicarious experiences. Following the assumption that reflective writing is
an important pedagogical practice, which is limited by the available classroom time
(Ullmann 2017), reflection on observed or videotaped lessons opens up as a suitable
alternative learning opportunity to practice reflective writing in university-based
teacher education programs. If pre-service teachers are able to apply their learning
in practical simulations, they can concentrate on specific areas of teaching without
breaking it down into disconnected, isolated actions (Wyss 2018). Among others,
the complex or immediate nature of classroom situations and teachers’ reaction to it
can be captured in a vignette (Lindmeier 2011). Therefore, a quality assessment by
comparing response formats to a vignette with an expert norm seems to be a proven
practice (e.g. Oser and Heinzer 2009; Oser et al. 2010). However, it is important
to pay attention to heuristics concerning how to choose and how to use a video for
a vignette. Blomberg et al. (2013) presents five research-based heuristics in order to
create a well-conceptualized learning environment. Our video vignette does not aim
at supporting reflective competence but at measuring it. Therefore, we focus only on
the third heuristic by choosing an appropriate video material. We selected a suitable
segment of a videographed lesson showing authentic classroom situation on the one
hand and many observable actions and experiments to reflect on on the other hand.

Participants were instructed to (1) read an introduction in the study (its inter-
est, aims, and conditions), (2) watch the standardized teaching situation, (3) write
a reflection, and (4) answer further demographical questions. In the first part, the
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participants read an introduction to the reflection model and how the model can
help structuring a reflective process. Here, each reflection element is explained and
stimulating questions are formulated, which remain readable for the participants
throughout the entire process. The participants had the task to (a) describe the ob-
served teaching situation, (b) make justified evaluations, (c) formulate alternatives as
well as (d) derive consequences for his/her professional development. After a short
text that introduces the circumstances of the teaching situation, the 17-minute video
clip follows in a second part, which the participants can watch once. The video
shows a physics lesson in a ninth-grade class of a high school. It is a teacher-led
introductory lesson on the topic of the free fall. The teaching situation can be de-
scribed in two steps. During the first step, the teacher conducted various experiments
involving falling objects such as two masses of different shape or mass and a screw
and a feather inside a vacuum tube. The pupils formulated hypotheses regarding
the results of the experiments, such as predictions which of the two objects would
touch the ground first. In the second step the teacher defines the concept of free fall
and the students discuss the nature of free fall using explanations with the experi-
ments. After watching the videography, the participants write a reflection text in an
unlimited text field. The texts form the central data material for the further analyses.
Finally, the participants provided some demographical data. All collected data was
analyzed with a pseudonym code to comply with data protection requirements.

5.3 Scaling reflective writing metrically

In order to determine to what extent which element might occur, three professors of
physics education and research were recruited to provide in-depth analyses of the
teaching situation. These experts provided a written report that identified opportuni-
ties for pedagogical reasoning in the teaching situation. The experts collaboratively
created a written reflection of the teaching situation which also follows the reflec-
tion-supporting model of Nowak et al. (2019). The experts were able to watch the
video in detail independently of each other (several times or intermittently) and
took notes. One expert formulated a detailed written reflection from his own bullet
points. Here, all observations were first formulated before building up to justified
evaluations and alternative teaching methods. Finally, the consequences that teach-
ers can draw from the observation for their own professionalization were discussed.
The two other experts integrated their notes into this written reflection, one after
the other, so that a collaborative expert-based reflection emerged. In line with our
RQs, only structural aspects of this collaborative written reflection are considered in
this study, not statements on content. On the basis of experts’ collaborative written
reflection, 35% descriptions, 35% evaluations, 15% alternatives, and 15% conse-
quences were chosen as a normative distribution of elements for a written reflection
for this study. We posit that this distribution forms a reasonable distribution where
no single element is disproportionately represented or missed out. We also assume
that the elements appear in blocks and no interchanging of elements appears in
high-quality reflections. While this assumption certainly does not cover all high-
quality reflections (for example, some students arrange their texts so that they de-
scribe-evaluate-reason on a certain problem, and then describe-evaluate-reason on
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Fig. 2 Scheme of calculating level of structure (LOS)

the next problem), we observed that most students arrange their texts in this block-
like composition.

To generate an empirically-based quality indicator for teachers’ written reflections
a comparator between each written reflection and the collaborative written reflection
based on the reflection elements and their arrangement has been applied. Based on
the text length of a written reflection, a target distribution was determined for each
text that would represent a reflection structure according to our normative distri-
bution (35% descriptions, 35% evaluations, 15% alternatives, 15% consequences).
In a further step, this target distribution was compared with the reflection structure
as determined by the ML model. Here the agreement of the actual distribution of
a written reflection and the target distribution was proved and measured as Cohen’s
kappa. Figure 2 depicts this process in a diagram. In this way, each text was as-
signed a level of structure (LOS), i.e., the Cohen’s kappa score between observed
percentages and normative percentages. A LOS of 1 would correspond to a written
reflection which has a sequencing of reflection elements according to the reflection-
supporting model and matches the normative distribution of the elements. A level of
structure of 0 translates into a maximum degree of disorder of the reflection elements
in the text; level-1 means a sequencing of the reflection elements in reverse order.
The actual distributions in two written reflections may represent different reasoning
processes even though the percentages of the four elements (or even the text lengths)
may be identical. A different LOS could be a result. Accordingly, texts can have an
identical LOS even though their elements are distributed differently in percentage
terms. Thanks to the scaling of the expert’s reflection by the text length to a target
distribution, we hope to have found a structural measure in the LOS that explicitly
excludes the text length, which is often associated with the quality of a written
reflection (Chodorow and Burstein 2004; Leonhard and Rihm 2011).

5.4 Experts’ quality assessment of written reflections

To answer RQ 1, LOS hast to be validated. To do so, we divided the texts into
quantiles according to LOS. To clearly separate the extreme groups, we only used
the first, third and fifth quantile. Thus, we obtain three separable groups of well-
structured (i.e., structured according to our normative model), moderate-structured,
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Fig. 3 Scheme of distribution of randomized selected written reflections to the experts, experts’ ratings,
double ratings for agreement among experts, and the experts’ assessment for human-machine agreement.
Each Arabic number (1 to 6) refers to a specific written reflection, the colors refers to the quality groups

and less-structured texts (quality groups). From each of these three groups, three
randomly selected texts were given to four experts for observation and evaluation of
classroom situations. In our case, physics seminar instructors in the second phase of
teacher training programs were selected. These experts supervise novice teachers in
their first years through seminars and frequent classroom observation and reflection
meetings. Each expert had the task to compare each text of one quality group with
all texts of the other two quality groups (see Fig. 3). The expert rating was guided
methodically by a manual that was attached to the nine texts. This manual specified
the texts to be compared. (“Compare text A with text B and decide which text is
a more successful reflection”). No hierarchy of all texts has been made, but only the
best of two texts was further considered. The experts were not told which aspects
they should pay attention to during the comparison. They were asked to make deci-
sions based on their experience in contact with novice teachers (intuitive-heuristic
judgement). The 9 texts resulted in 3× 6 (well-structured with moderate- and less-
structured texts)+ 3× 3 (moderate-structured with less-structured texts)= 27 compar-
isons for each expert. The psychometric literature suggests that statistical (actuarial)
judgements and decisions are on average more accurate compared to clinical judge-
ments by experts (Grove et al. 2000). Hence, aggregating experts’ judgements on
the written reflections was considered a valuable strategy to approximate quality.
The LOS was not shown to the experts, so that they could make their independent
judgement. In total the four experts conducted 4× 27= 108 comparisons.

In order to be able to check the validity of this evaluation, two experts always
received an identical text from each quality group. Thus, 18 comparisons were
carried out twice (see Fig. 3, A–R). The interrater agreement was calculated using
Cohens’ kappa. Consequently, a total of 18 randomly selected texts (six per quality
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group) were presented to the experts. If there is sufficient agreement among the
experts, the agreement between the LOS based grouping into quality groups and
experts’ assessment is calculated for all of the 108– 18= 90 comparisons using
Cohens’ kappa once more. Basically, this is a true-false proof, whether experts’
judgement which written reflection might be of higher quality than the other and
ML based calculation which written reflection has a higher LOS are equal.

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the comparisons, the experts evaluate how
difficult a comparison was on a five-point Likert scale after each comparison (from
1= “very easy comparation” to 5= “very difficult comparation”, arithmetic scale
mean= 2.5). Using this evaluation, we obtain an additional information about the
qualitative comparability of written reflections.

5.5 Quality assessment using LOS based on the output of the ML model

To answer RQ 3 the reflection elements and the validated LOS of a written reflec-
tion are related to each other. The actual distribution represents the sentence wise
analyzed reflection elements in a written reflection. The reasoning structure and the
proportions of descriptive reflection elements (descriptions) and discursive elements
(evaluations, alternatives, and consequences) can be extracted out of this. Correla-
tion calculations of the ML model output and its modelling (relative and absolute
proportions of the reflection elements, Level of structure) are compared to common
influential constructs of text quality (e.g., essay length). Cohens’ kappa was used as
the measure of correlation and interpreted according to Landis and Koch (1977).

6 Sample, validation and findings

6.1 Sample characteristics

Of the N= 110 participants N= 49 were bachelor’s students andN= 43 were master’s
students (pre-service physics teachers) of three German universities of three federal
states. N= 15 further participants were in-service teachers from different locations in
two federal states. 29 participants were female 78 were male. This is a rather typical
distribution. Participants were aged between 19 and 49 years (M= 25.3, SD= 5.27).
The mean text length of the written reflections was 743 words (SD� 305) with
a range from 231 up to 1755 words.

6.2 RQ 1: Characteristics of written reflections

To discuss the representativeness of the written reflections in our sample, we first
examine the percentage of reflection elements (Fig. 4) in order to estimate how fre-
quently each reflection element is represented on average in the written reflections
and compare it with our normative distribution. Most of the written reflections pre-
dominantly use the reflection element descriptions (mean= 54.12%, SD= 15.69%).
The proportions of evaluations (mean= 27.21%, SD= 12.00%), followed by the for-
mulated proportions of alternatives (mean= 12.18%, SD= 6.38%), are significantly
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Fig. 4 Percentage of reflection elements in all Texts (in %)

lower (p< 0.001). Consequences comprised the smallest share of the reflection el-
ements (mean= 6.49%, SD= 4.97%). Mean differences to our normative distribu-
tion (35% descriptions, 35% evaluations, 15% alternatives, 15% consequences) are
+19.12% (descriptions), –7.79% (evaluations), –2.82% (alternatives), and –8.51%
(consequences). All differences are also significantly. Thus, the teachers agree most
with the proportion of alternatives formulated with our collaborative written reflec-
tion. Overall, the written reflections are descriptive, which is in line with findings
of other researchers (Lai and Calandra 2007; Mena-Marcos and Tillema 2006).

6.3 RQ 2: Experts’ ratings and ML based estimation

The calculated level of structure (LOS) of the N= 110 reflection texts is in the
average 0.289 (SD� 0.161), values ranging from –0.064 to 0.703, and represents
a normal distribution (W= 0.991, p= 0.716). The LOS of five texts is less than zero.
The interval boundaries of the LOS for the less-structured texts are [–0.064 | 0.142],
for the moderate-structured texts are [0.259 | 0.318], and for the texts of the well-
structured quality group are [0.415 | 0.703] (see Fig. 5). Dividing our sample of
N= 110 written reflections by quantiles each quality group is represented by N= 22
reflection texts. Significant differences in the lengths of the written reflections cannot
be identified between the quantiles.

The four experts carried out N= 18 doubled ratings. The raters agreed in 12 cases
and disagreed in 6 cases. From the 12 agreements 8 rated as predicted regarding
the LOS and 4 as unexpected. It is of interest that the difficulty of the comparison
is rated easier for the experts for the predicted agreements (mean= 2.00, SD= 0.53)
than for the disagreements (mean= 2.83, SD= 0.68) or the unexpected agreements
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Fig. 5 Distribution of the LOS over all 110 written reflections and the three quality groups (red: less-
structured, yellow: moderate-structured, green: well-structured)

(mean= 3.00, SD= 0.82). So, comparisons are rated most difficult when experts agree
amongst each other but disagree with the ML model scores.

Regardless of the double ratings the overall agreement between experts’ ratings
and ML based estimation of N= 108 evaluations is 72.2% or κ= 0.70***. Consider-
ing the doubled ratings (see Table 1), the human-computer-agreement ranks around
68.6% (κ= 0.635***). ML based comparisons with reflection texts from the quality
group of less-structured texts turn out to be more similar to the decision of human

Table 1 Experts’ agreement with the ML based estimation & experts’ evaluation of the difficulty of the
comparisons

ML based estimation Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 4 Mean

Total Agree (%) 85.2 66.7 63.0 59.3 68.6

κ 0.823*** 0.612*** 0.573*** 0.531*** 0.635***
Less-mod Agree (%) 88.9 77.8 77.8 88.9 83.4

κ 0.842*** 0.700*** 0.700*** 0.842*** 0.772***
Mod-well Agree (%) 77.8 44.4 44.4 11.1 44.4

κ 0.700*** 0.348** 0.348** 0.077 0.368*
Less-well Agree (%) 88.9 77.8 66.7 77.8 77.8

κ 0.842*** 0.700*** 0.571*** 0.700*** 0.703***
Difficulty
of the com-
parisions

Total 2.92 2.04 3.22 1.85 2.51

Less-mod 2.89 1.78 3.00 1.67 2.33

Mod-well 3.63 2.33 3.89 2.00 2.96

Less-well 2.33 2.00 2.78 1.89 2.25

*: p< 0.05
**: p< 0.01
***: p< 0.001
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evaluators, while the comparison with texts from quality groups of moderate- and
well-structured texts seems to be more difficult. These comparisons are also rated
as more difficult by the experts. The accuracy of the human-computer-agreement
is thus analogous to the experts’ assessment of the difficulty of a comparison. In
general, the experts for lesson observation and feedback seem to rate the written
reflections of the quality groups according their quality similarly according to the
LOS.

6.4 RQ 3: Quality indicators and modelled structure

In order to evaluate the influence of the text length of a written reflection in our
sample, we first considered the relative proportions of the reflection elements be-
cause the absolute frequencies of the elements increase with text length anyway. We
found that the text length in our sample was less related to the relative proportions
of formulated descriptions, evaluations, alternatives, and consequences. However,
a significant negative correlation was found between the percentage of descriptions
and the other three reflection elements. Likewise, a significant positive correlation
was found between the percentages of alternatives and consequences. In texts with
a higher proportion of alternatives, more consequences could be identified and vice
versa. Figure 6 illustrates these correlations as a correlation panel. The distributions
of the variables (Text length & proportions of descriptions, evaluations, alternatives,
and consequences) are shown as histograms on the diagonal. Above the diagonal,
the Cohen’s kappa coefficients are shown with the significance stars according to
Landis and Koch (1977). Below the diagonal, the correlations are shown as scatter
plots to give a more detailed impression.

Assuming that the correlation of length and quality also applies to written reflec-
tions, this analysis suggests that the quality of a written reflection cannot depend
solely on the proportion of interpretative elements.

A second correlation matrix was calculated where the LOS was correlated with
the absolute frequencies of the reflection elements to investigate whether quality cor-
relates can be observed in this way. Because the LOS was derived amongst others
from the percentages of the reflection elements, the LOS was analyzed in conjunc-
tion with the absolute frequencies of the formulated sentences which were classified
as descriptions, evaluations, alternatives, and consequences. LOS and text length
were found to be not significantly related to each other (cor= 0.10, p= 0.28). How-
ever, the identified positive correlation between alternatives and consequences also
become clear in this representation (cor= 0.30, p< 0.01). In addition, there were pos-
itive correlations between the absolute frequencies of evaluations and the absolute
frequencies of formulated alternatives and consequences, so all discursive reason-
ing elements. The impression from Fig. 6 with the significant negative correlations
between descriptions and all other reflection elements is not found in the corre-
lation panel in Fig. 7. Instead, the absolute frequencies of the reflection elements
descriptions and evaluations correlate significantly positive. A possible influence of
the level of structure is obvious in a significant negative correlation with the abso-
lute frequencies of descriptions or the positive correlations with the frequencies of
formulated alternatives.
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These data suggest that the level of structure (LOS) can be seen as an indicator of
the quality of a written reflection. A higher LOS is related to a less descriptive text
and written reflections with a higher proportion of formulated alternatives. Fewer
evaluations seem to be associated with fewer descriptions, although evaluations may
be necessary for the formulation of alternatives and consequences.

7 Summary

As of now, assessment of written reflections either relies on content analysis ap-
proaches or more data-centered approaches such as ML. In this study, we further
examine potentials of ML-based approaches to the assessment of written reflection in
physics education, in particular, to what extent the ML-based outputs such as textual
classifications are related to experts’ judgements on written reflections. Answering
this question can facilitate researchers means to adopt ML models into intelligent
tutoring applications and automated guidance, as is readily available today with
ground-breaking applications such as ChatGPT. Three RQs guided our analyses:

7.1 RQ 1: Characteristics of written reflections

ML-based analysis of distribution of elements revealed that the written reflections
in our sample are predominantly descriptive, as was found by other researchers
in different contexts (Hatton and Smith 1995; Mena-Marcos et al. 2013) and are
therefore valid. However, interindividual differences were notable. Participants for-
mulated descriptions, evaluations, alternatives and consequences to varying degrees.
It is remarkable but not unexpected that the proportion of descriptions is greater
on average than the proportion of evaluations. Alternatives were also formulated
less frequently, and the lowest proportion were consequences for one’s own pro-
fessional development. This finding implies the necessity to scaffold pre-service
physics teachers’ reflection-based reasoning processes. Computer-based feedback,
that makes use of the here-employed models, might be a starting point. Guidance
for pre-service physics teachers could single out the frequency of the elements, and
suggest the inclusion of interpretative elements (see Kost 2019) if proportion is
below average.

7.2 RQ 2: Experts’ ratings and ML based estimation

To verify whether texts scaled higher in our ML-based metric are actually higher
in quality according to expert assessments, four experts compared 18 reflection
texts in a total of 108 comparisons and rated the difficulty of each comparison.
For this (1) experts’ agreement among each other ratings and (2) the agreement
of experts’ ratings with the ML based rating was calculated. Overall, the experts
agreed in 72.2% (κ= 0.70***) with the ML based estimations, which can be seen as
a substantial agreement (Landis and Koch 1977). If the double coding is considered,
the number of agreements dropped slightly to 68.6% (κ= 0.64***). Experts declared
the ratings with a less-structured text as relatively easy and ratings without less-
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structured texts, meaning the comparisons of written reflections from the quality
group of moderate- and well-structured texts as the most difficult. Whereas human-
machine agreements for the quality groups moderate-structured and well-structured
were lowest. However, human-machine agreements for the texts of the quality groups
less-structured and well-structured were far better compared to the other groups. This
result is expected, because these two extreme groups were the outermost of the five
quantiles of the LOS. The comparison of texts in the quality groups of less-structured
and moderate-structured texts reached the greatest human-machine agreement with
83.4% and a Cohens’ kappa of 0.772***.

In summary, the human-human agreement as well as the human-machine agree-
ment corresponds with the difficulty of comparisons estimated by the experts. It can
be concluded that the level of structure (LOS) accords to experts’ ratings and can
consequently be regarded as a quality criterion or quality estimation of a written
reflection (at least in extreme groups). The accuracy of the ML modelling seem-
ingly makes a clear quality statement especially for less-structured reflection texts.
Therefore, the ML based distinction between less-structured and moderate-struc-
tured reflection texts could be considered as part of a quality assessment of the
written reflections, because they correspond to experts’ ratings.

7.3 RQ 3: Quality indicators and modelled structure

Because the text length is known as a quality correlate in texts we focused on the
relative proportions of the reflection elements. According to this we found significant
negative correlations between the percentage of descriptive and discursive elements.
For our written reflections it seems that the greater the proportion, especially of
formulated descriptions, the fewer words of a text are spent on discursive elements
(controlling for text length), such as evaluations, formulating alternatives and con-
cluding personal consequences. Another significant correlation exists between the
proportion of formulated alternatives and consequences. This means that in a text
in which more alternatives are formulated percentage wise, more consequences are
written (and vice versa). The proportion of formulated evaluations is not related
to this proportionality. Furthermore, our data suggest that the text length has no
notable influence on the relative distribution of reflection elements within a text. In
case we consider a written reflection to be of higher quality, if it is less descriptive
but contains more evaluations, alternatives and consequences, this means that longer
texts do not automatically lead to better written reflections. This finding is contrary
to other writing analytics findings where amongst others the text length represents
text quality (Fleckenstein et al. 2020; Hatton and Smith 1995; Mena-Marcos et al.
2013).

Looking at the absolute frequencies of formulated descriptions, evaluations, al-
ternatives and consequences in the text, the negative influence of the descriptions
on the quality of the texts seems to decrease. In contrast, a significant positive cor-
relation was found between absolute descriptions and evaluations. Further positive
correlations were found for alternatives and consequences. Contrary to the com-
parison of the relative proportions, significant correlations between the discursive
elements can be identified among the absolute frequencies. This attributes to the
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fact that if a pre-service teacher includes more alternatives, she or he also includes
more consequences overall. We conclude that a greater proportion of evaluations
leads to more discursive reasoning, as this is accompanied with more alternatives
and consequences being discussed. The positive correlations between the reflection
elements and the absolute number of formulated descriptions could indicate that
a certain minimum level of description of the observed situation is necessary for
high-quality written reflection.

Calculating LOS presents a fast-and-frugal method for assessing the text quality.
Focusing again on the calculated correlations between the LOS and the absolute
frequencies of reflection elements, it becomes clear that a more precise structure
that is consistent with the model does not only help to formulate significantly fewer
descriptions, but consequently supports the use of discursive elements in written
reflections. The modelling we propose with the LOS seems to represent indicators
of the complex structure of written reflection quality and might be able to exclude
the length of a written reflection at the same time.

8 Synopsis, limitations, and future perspectives

Our study shows that ML model scores can be used to automatically assess aspects
of quality for written reflections. From a sentence-by-sentence assignment of the
reflection texts into descriptions, evaluations, alternatives and consequences, both
percentage shares and the position of the reflection elements in the text could be
determined with the help of ML. From a collaborative normative reflection, a level
of structure (LOS) could be assigned to each reflection text. This LOS was validated
by four experts in observation and analysis of physics education.

From our ML based analysis of the written reflections, we could not identify
connections between the text length and relative proportions of discursive reflection
elements. Therefore, we argue that we found a measure within our LOS in which
length as a typical quality indicator is extracted, so that other indicators in research on
written reflections can come into focus. Measured by our proposed determination of
a LOS, we can confirm that structured texts (according to the normative distribution
that we proposed) also contain more discursive elements. The structure we have
determined is directly related to the discursive elements of a written reflection.
Nevertheless, a minimum level of formulated sentences seems to be relevant for
a successfully structured and higher-quality reflective text. As a caveat we also
posit that our normative distribution is one among many different possibilities. We
cannot exclude the possibility that this particular distribution has blind spots and
certain written reflections that are of high quality receive low scores because they
do not attend to the normative distribution. Future research should examine different
normative distributions and also the sequencing of reflection elements in the written
reflections in greater detail. As such, our approach can be seen as a template for
assessing text structure on a discourse element level (Stede and Schneider 2019).
The reflection elements form as discourse entities that fulfill certain rhetorical and
cognition-related function, e.g., the description accesses episodic memory and sets
the ground for discursive processes that are important in reflection-related reasoning.
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Our proposed analysis considers reflection quality and reflection structure ac-
cording to Nowak et al. (2019) reflection-supporting model. Reviews of reflection-
related writing show that most reflection-supporting models outline similar discourse
elements (Poldner et al. 2014; Ullmann 2019). Hence, we suggest, our presented
approach and assessment method can function as a template for these other models.
Changing the discourse elements is merely a question of extending the coding pro-
cess. Alternative reflection-supporting models also include reflection elements such
as feelings or personal beliefs (Ullmann 2019). Research into these different reflec-
tion-supporting models would require some further training of the here-described
ML model. It would be interesting to evaluate to what extent these different mod-
els yield similar findings regarding prominent reflection elements and correlations
among elements. Our LOS as a quality correlate can be adopted in the novel contexts
without difficulties.

Furthermore, we were able to confirm our method of LOS using (elementary)
expert ranking. It is worth noting that the level of agreement between experts and
ML based analysis is more difficult for well-structured reflection texts. Experts also
rate these comparisons as more difficult. In this way, it must be limited that the
structural analysis proposed by us has less significance especially for better struc-
tured reflection texts. Nevertheless, the informative value of our ML based structural
analysis seems to be consistent with the quality of these texts, especially in the area
of less-structured reflection texts. This provides further evidence that structure in
reflective texts is an important basis for higher-quality reflective processes.

From a theoretical stance, it was widely recognized that multiple definitions for re-
flection coexist and it is difficult to discern based on mere philosophical/pedagogical
arguments which perspective is most fruitful for supporting learning and professional
development (Ullmann 2019). We suggest that ML-based approaches and our LOS
in particular provide meaningful tools to advance reflective writing analytics based
on empirical evidence. As such, ML and LOS can provide means to validate reflec-
tion-supporting models and even falsify aspects of them. For example, when certain
reflection elements are not observed in practice, this would raise questions as for how
useful these elements are. Data-driven discovery methods can play an important role
to advance our understanding of reflection-related reasoning processes. With speech
and language technologies, even interviews could be automatically transcribed and
large-scale analysis of these corpora (big data) becomes readily possible. Empirically
testable and quantifiable models might be developed on this basis.

Following the outlined definition of reflection of von Aufschnaiter et al. (2019),
structured reflection-related reasoning might be a key component for effective pro-
fessional development. For this reason, the proposed level of structure (LOS) accord-
ing to the reflection-supporting model for reflection of Nowak et al. (2019) might
be helpful to track pre-service teachers’ development in reflection competence and
to scaffolding/feedback written reflections. Lai and Calandra (2007) report: “both
teacher educator and pre-service teacher participants strongly suggested the use
of reflection-related online resources to provide in-time, on-demand mechanism to
develop pre-service teachers’ reflection-related knowledge base, and ultimately, to
enhance their reflectivity development” (p. 78). Not only do pre-service teachers
appreciate such scaffolding, but it also is effective for the development of reflec-
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tion-related reasoning processes (Lai and Calandra 2007). The presented reflection-
supporting model presents an important means to scaffold the process of writing
reflection and establishing transparency of this task, which students demand (Lai
and Calandra 2007).

We want to encourage other university instructors to feedback pre-service teach-
ers’ reflective practice regarding the reflection structure with the help of ML. Com-
puter-generated scaffolds/feedback might contribute to this (e.g. Mientus et al. 2021).
Especially for novice teachers who are not as successful in using the reflection-sup-
porting model of Nowak et al. (2019) to structure their reflective process, the LOS
might be meaningful for the quality of a written reflection. Therefore, we propose to
use the ML-based modelling of the complex reflection process as a kind of filter to
give automated feedback on the reflective structure to pre-service or novice teachers
who are weak in reflective competences. Thus, university teachers have more re-
sources for content-related feedback and can implement this in a more analytic and
less holistic way.
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